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ABSTRACT

A vast number of things have been used to meet innumerable commitments in information nowadays. Most
of these things are placed in different locations and regularly work to provide individual users or groups the
ability to access them by using their own networking applications and/or individual databases. Integrating
third party applications or ensuring the security and privacy of the collected data is a challenge. Moreover,
end users face difficulties in accessing these data from anywhere in a unified form. In this research, a new
design for the Internet of Things is proposed, which we call Web Internet of Things (Web Io-T). The new
design can play a role between things and stakeholders by virtualizing the entities and making them
available to end users from anywhere. It also offers a wide range of tools and options for stakeholders to
host many types of entities in one place, to control and manage content, share this content in social
networks, apply personalization, update dynamically, and much more. Our design was tested in terms of
scalability, functionality and flexibility. Web I-oT will help to overcome the limitation of collected data in a
secure and scalable manner.
Keywords: Internet of Things (Io-T), Internet of Everything (Io-E), Virtual Sensor, Cloud Sensor, Sensor
Network, Cloud Computing.
1

INTRODUCTION

Worldwide demand to develop information and
communication technology is constantly growing at
an increasing rate. As a result of this enormous
development and continuous need for a number of
ever more powerful smart things, (such as smart
phones, smart TVs, smart cars and many more
other things), a wide range of physical objects such
as sensors have been used for multiple purposes in
our life. These sensors have been utilized in a wide
range of application areas such as health care,
environmental monitoring, the military sector,
transportation and many more. These smart
devices, which are the outcomes of applying smart
applications on physical objects, possess the ability
to send or share data over communication lines,
however, we nevertheless refer to these devices as
things [1]. In the context of the Internet of Things
(Io-T) [2], these things use different types of
technology to gather data through sensing both
objects and environments. The growing need for
these things significantly affects the global traffic
volume in the information and communications
technology (ICT) world, which includes

multimedia, etc. The Virtual Cloud Sensor, the
Internet of Things (Io-T) and the Internet of
Everything (Io-E) [3],[2],[4] are newer suggested
models for interacting with sensors, human beings,
and anything respectively. They aim to build an
intermediate middleware layer between things and
stakeholder with the possibility of machine-tomachine talking without human intervention. Such
designs will overcome limitations of resources and
improve their utilization and efficiency. The main
research problems in this field include the Lack of
Standardization, Identity Management, Big Data,
Connectivity Robustness, and Security and Privacy.
The core objective of this research is to introduce a
secure and scalable design for the Io-T. The design
consists of multiple layers and provides the
feasibility of dealing with different types of things
residing in diverse locations and operate using
different applications, while considering security
and integrity issues. Additionally, we will speculate
upon the future of this technology, i.e., the Internet
of Everything (Io-E). This research covers the
following areas:
 Designing a scalable platform for the Internet of
Things that enables different types of things
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placed in a huge geographical area to be
accessible and deployed from anywhere.
 Deploying a flexible host application on top of
resource-constrained things that can host
multiple things in one place.
 Deploying a model to ensure the security and
privacy of communication lines and data
sensing.
This study provides more comprehensive solutions
than the studies focusing on Wo-T, SC, and Io-T in
many areas. While the studies concentrating on
Wo-T has similar features in content sharing, actor
inclusion in sensors, and cloud services, they have
lack of flexibility, reliability and actor inclusion in
things as well as automation and CMS. Similar lack
of inabilities are valid for Sensor Cloud (SC)
paradigm as well as not supporting social media
and interoperability. The proposed Web Io-T
paradigm demonstrates much better performance in
terms of reliability, actor inclusion for things in
comparison with Wo-T and SC paradigms,
flexibility, social media support and CMS systems.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In
Section II we review the basics in sensor networks.
Section III introduces the challenges and the related
work. In Section IV we present our proposed
method in details. Section V includes the
experimental results of our proposed method. In
Section VI we draw our conclusions.
2

BACKGROUND

A. Sensor Network
Sensor networks, or wireless sensor networks, are
self-deploying networks that involve a vast number
of sensor components, i.e., self-sensor devices or
sensors as components inside other devices such as
mobile phones, TVs, etc. These sensors are linked
to each other over (mostly) a wireless
communication network [5]. These sensors gather
the data required by the sensor design objective
itself and send identifying sensing data to a vital
network station or node for more advance handling
and processing. Currently, a Sensor Network takes
on the main role in several fields, such as video and
audio surveillance, catastrophe and natural disasters
monitoring, environmental applications, health-care
applications, and military sector applications, in
addition to being increasingly and rapidly used in
new paradigms such as the Web of Things (Wo-T),
the Io-T, the Io-E and the Things that Think and
Sense Web [6]. However, they have some
limitations such as limited resources (energy and
power source, unit processing, memory,
communications channel and availability). Most
designers of Sensor Networks these days take these
into consideration, particularly power source

constraints such as battery life, which can limit the
lifetime of a sensor itself. Additionally, many of the
above considerations are still open research issues
in science and technology.
B. Virtual Sensors
The term of sensor virtualization or virtual sensor
[3] can be defined as attempting simulation or
emulation of the physical sensor in the real world
that gains its statistics/data from fundamental
physical sensors. These sensors can be attached to a
group of virtual sensors. Moreover, this type of
virtual group can offer a custom-built view, hide
technical details for the end consumer and use
resource sharing and site transparency. In a sensor
network, a sensor device is intelligent enough to
handle several tasks simultaneously to serve
multiple users and applications on demand.
Furthermore; virtual sensors can have their own
programming code that can be reused in data
processes to create composite inquiries by the user.
C. The Internet of Things
For the first time in 1998 Kevin Ashton
announced the term Io-T as the upcoming future of
the Internet and computing [7]. The Io-T is a novel
architecture that uses the Internet to connect things
[2]. These things may be objects, smart devices or
any type of entity. The Io-T allows these things to
organize themselves, achieve smartness and share
information about themselves. Moreover, they can
access information that has been collected by other
things. The Io-T permits things and people to be
linked to anything, anywhere, and at any time. It
ideally uses any connecting network to provide
services where the Internet is used as a backbone.
The Io-T also contains smart things, which can
accomplish specific tasks without human
intervention, including machine-to-machine talking
[8].
The Io-T paradigm generally includes three
layers: an application layer, a network layer, and a
physical layer. However, some new researches
suggest adding two more layers: a business layer
and a middle-ware layer [9],[10]. Figure 1 shows
the five-layer Io-T schema.

Fig. 1. The Five Layers of Io-T
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3

RELATED WORKS AND RESEARCH
CHALLENGES

The Io-T, the SC and the Wo-T are the three
main models/paradigms that deal with sensors or
things to meet the growing needs of connecting
devices in ICT businesses. In this Section, a
discussion about the related research will be
reviewed and classified according to the established
paradigms. Subsequently, the research challenges
are discussed.
A. Io-T Paradigm
Many researchers have been attracted to the
development of the Io-T paradigm. They have
proposed new architectures and addressed many
issues in this regard. Jun Li et al [11] introduced a
new architecture called Mobility First Future
Internet Architecture [12]. Their project aimed to
exchange the client/server model with a new model
based on a mobile platform/application. They also
claimed that this architecture would be a design for
the next generation Internet or a future of the
Internet paradigm. The key goals of this project
were the mobility of things, enhancement of the
security and the privacy of things, energy
constraints in things and sensors, and enabling the
Io-T mobility services. In these partial services,
they divided the middle-ware layer of the Io-T and
presented it as a service in the context of mobility
in an attempt to reduce the accreditation of the
middle-ware layer. Consequently, they reduced the
cost of building and maintaining the middle-ware
layer. However, maintaining security and privacy
was unclear. Sherif Abdelwahab et al [13]
introduced a new paradigm that was able to provide
smart cloud services, which can be considered as
the first attempt to activate the concept of the Io-E.
The project aimed to facilitate sensory data
gathering, remote data access, the improvement of
data sharing, the provision of a pay-as-you-go cost
per service, and the marginalization-scaling
problem.
Furthermore, they introduced a design
architecture, including four layers proposed as an
Io-E enabled architecture. The first layer was
labeled the Fog Layer and played the role as a
physical layer in the TCP/IP model. The second
layer was labeled the Stratus Layer. This layer
focused on the Cloud of Things and the cloud
sensory provider. The third layer was named the
Alto-Cumulus Layer. It functioned as a middleware layer that served the upper and lower layers.
The fourth layer was named the Cirrus Layer as this
layer had the same role as the applications layer in
the Io-T paradigm. The services provided by this
architecture can be used as a smart cloud service

and is considered to be the first attempt towards the
Io-E. On the other hand, the cost and the key
management requirements to enable this service are
relatively high.
B. Sensor Cloud Paradigm
While the Io-T combines things and services in
the context of the cloud, the sensor cloud takes a
different approach, namely an attempt to build a
virtual sensor on top of the existing physical
sensors. Many studies have been carried out to
support this paradigm. IBM Japan, Ltd.,
Shimotsuruma et al [3], in 2010 IBM Research
office/Tokyo with contraptions of others
researchers, introduced approaches to represent a
physical sensor in cloud computing. This approach
enabled the physical sensor to be accessible from
anywhere. Moreover, they addressed the challenges
of future work in these approaches, the actors role
in the sensor cloud, and compared the proposed
architecture with current studies regarding sensor
networks. The main benefits of this architecture
was hiding the technical details from the consumer,
and providing the end user the ability to control his
own virtual sensors. The main disadvantages of this
architecture were that the system administrator had
to prepare a virtual sensor for each physical sensor
in addition to the cost needed to prepare the ICT
infrastructure. Maria Fazio and Antonio Puliafito
[14] proposed a new sensor control architecture.
The main objective of this architecture was to
control and manage sensor recourses in the context
of cloud computing and to provide sensors as a
service. This project considers the use of available
sensor standards to enable this feature in a sensor
device, such as OGC-SWE specifications. The
distinguishing feature of this project was providing
the sensors as services in terms of the data-centric
model (consumers have the ability to know if the
data has been measured and processed) and the
device-centric model (consumers have the ability to
customize a virtual sensor built on top of a physical
one), while most of the architectures in the sensor
cloud provide only a device-centric model.
C. Web of Things Paradigm
The Wo-T paradigm is an active research area
that practices a World Wide Web (WWW) podium
and its related technologies based on the structure
of extending the concept of the Io-T. Many studies
have been carried out to support this paradigm.
Federica Paganelli et al [15] proposed a structure
model dedicated to developers.
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This model allowed developers to demonstrate
things in the real world and model them as smart
things by using web resources. This model has
three components, the first being a general-purpose
layer that is concerned with web resources, while
the middle-ware layer attempts to implement these
services through open standards. The third
component is a set of tools for developers to allow
them to represent physical things as virtual things.
The main benefit of this project was a numerical
representation of physical sensors, approaches to
establish interlinks between object/things and the
Web, and publishing new objects represented as
web services. On the other hand, this project did not
show how to interact with adaptive components in
the context of the Wo-T.

result, providing a security mechanism
ensuring consumers privacy are complex
pose challenges in the Io-T. Security
privacy requirements include but are
limited to the followings:

and
and
and
not

5) Data Confidentiality: Confidentiality means
the capability of hiding messages to protect
data from a potential attacker. A sensor
security designer should focus on addressing
these tricky issues. Confidentiality in the
context of sensor networks can be related to the
followings:

1) The designer should establish an encrypted
channel.

D. Research Challenges

2) No leakage to sensors in the neighborhoods.

The Io-T, the Sensor Cloud and the Wo-T
paradigm currently reflect a new revolution in ICT
business which will have a significant impact on
our daily life patterns. To achieve this goal, many
challenging issues have be addressed [16] as listed
following:

3) Data encryption and multimedia security
mechanisms should be applied.

1) Big Data: The Io-T and Big Data are two
different faces of the same coin. The Io-T has
been designed to gather data from a huge
number of objects, which is rapidly increasing,
on a daily basis. Dealing with this amount of
data, the cost of storage in addition to
managing and extracting useful information
from this Big Data is a great challenge for the
Io-T.
2) Lack of Standardization: Sensor nodes, objects
or any other devices that can be connected to
Io-T platforms are provided by numerous
vendors and use varying technologies,
protocols, services and different topologies. As
a result of this diversity, bringing all these
things to work in the same standardization will
not be an easy task.
3) Identity Management: Billions of things are
planned to be linked in the context of Io-T
platforms as discussed previously. These
objects should serve to meet the needs of
numerous applications. As a result, identity
management for these objects appears as an
important issue. In this regard, using IPv6
protocol may be considered as part of the
solution to this challenge.
4) Security and Privacy: Things in context of the
Io-T have sensitive data, private style, multidimension nature, scattered in different
locations, belong to diverse network types and
use different communication standards. As a

Availability:
It is of great value if we have a mechanism to
confirm whether network resources, nodes and
communication links are available and ready to
forward packets.
Data Freshness:
Because of the nature of the data sent by the
sensors, designers need to be certain about the data
freshness, especially in real-time applications. Data
freshness proposes that data is up-to-date and
guarantees that no new data message has been
repeated or replayed. This mechanism takes
importance when a shared-key technique is used
and needs to be changed in a timely manner.
Data Integrity and Authentication:
Integrity is the ability to guarantee that network
packets have not been modified while they travel
through the network. An attacker may change data
packets, control the packet stream or even attempt
to inject additional information into the packets and
resend them. Security administrators/designers need
to affirm that a stream of packets has been certainly
sent by the dispatcher. Symmetric authentication
mechanisms and embedded security information in
the packet header may help in these cases.
Time Synchronization:
In business sensor network applications, each
sensor has its own clock, timer and external or
internal sources for time synchronization, which are
essential to recognize the relations among measured
phenomena in the real world. Moreover, time
synchronization can increase the use of redundant
data and give measured data a time stamp, which
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helps sensor applications to analyze them
accordingly. Time synchronization in wireless
sensor networks faces many issues, including the
large scale of nodes and the need for robustness.
Self-Management:
Wireless sensor networks basically operate in an
ad-hoc network topology and should be prepared to
work in remote areas and in different environmental
situations with a minimum possibility of technical
support, maintenance and re-configuration.
Consequently, sensor network nodes need a selfmanagement capability. These nodes should be
adapted to perform in presence of failures,
environmental changes, and interaction with other
nodes without the need for human involvement.
Secure Localization:
Sensor nodes in the real world usually deal with
natural phenomena such as temperature, light, soil,
water, wind, etc., and monitor the relationships
among these elements and other objects,
measurements and events in the real world. These
items of information are vital components in sensor
networks. Without explicit sensor node locations,
this information drives only a portion of the story.
They suggest a model for the social influence per
item-level in order to know Who should share
What. Another study by Chengxi Zang et al. [19],
discussed the growth pattern of social networks in
real networks. They proposed a model named
NETTIDE in addition to the necessary differential
equations to calculate the growth of counted nodes
and link growth dynamics. The proposed model
could help to capture a real data about social
network growth to study the effect of big data in the
Io-T design.
4

4) Low total cost ownership.
5) Social Issues: Another aspect that should be
considered in any proposed design is social
influence in context of internet of things, where
the people share location information, which
can affect them in positive and negative ways.
This controversial issue which is referred to as
social change has been addressed by Peng Cui
et al.[18].
The proposed reference architecture model of our
Web Io-T consists of four layers that operate in
different network zones: the Application Layer, the
Middle-ware layer, the Network Layer and the
Physical layer. Each layer has a specific role and
serves other layers in the system model. A cloud
service structure model was used to distribute the
facilities of shared services in which consumers
take advantage of accessing our system from
anywhere by using these services. Moreover, end
users do not need to concern about detailed
implementation of these services. Our proposed
design provides a high level of transparency and
scalability. Figure 2 shows the Web Io-T abstract
layers architecture.

PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

In designing our method, we considered the
following issues:
1) Decentralization of data sensing and collection,
where sensory data can now be sensed and
collected from everywhere instead of being
restricted to limited areas.
2) Sharing of information and cloud resources,
where data and resources can be shared and
used globally by all users.
3) Remote access to global sensed information
and its analysis, where sensed data can easily
be accessed and analyzed online from
everywhere.

Fig. 2. Web Io-T Abstract Layers Architecture

A. Application Layer
This layer is the highest layer in our proposed
design and corresponds to the end users and their
viable requests. It should be noted that there exist
numerous consumers who need to stay connected to
collect valuable data from different environments
using different types of applications. This
requirement justifies the need for this layer. The
main functions of this layer include being a stand-in
as the stakeholders entry point, allowing end users
to set up the look and feel of their web site and
providing them many tools to set up any kind of
web content such as blogs, forms, personal
information, schedule tasks, calendars, etc.
Moreover, it can provide other requirements for
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consumers such as creating a public or private web
site and sharing their own content with other web
sites and social media. The output from this layer
can also serve out-of-the-box applications such as
data mining, decision-making applications and
other research fields.
B. Middle-ware Layer
The middle-ware layer is an abstraction of the
physical world to the ICT world. It is the most
important layer in our proposed design and cannot
be accessed directly by stock-holders or end users.
However, it will serve them through the concept of
request and response from/to upper or lower layer
operations. The main functions of this layer are
abstracting physical objects to be Web-accessible
objects, managing the operations of virtual
instances, managing the customer Service Level
Agreement (SLA) and providing scalable web
applications for data exploration that can be used
by stockholders or end users to visualize their data
in real-time. This layer communicates with a wide
range of things and attempts to place them into one
classified group. In addition, the layer al-lows these
things to be managed remotely without any concern
for the real physical object or location thereof. Our
reference model for this layer consists of portal and
application servers with failover and load balancing
considerations, database servers with clustering
database functionality, storage devices with
clustering functionality, backup devices, an
authentication server, a monitor server and a mail
server. Figure 3 shows the middle-ware layer
reference architecture.

Fig. 3. Web Io-T Middleware Layer

C. Network Layer
This layer is responsible for network
functionality and the communication line. The main
functions of this layer are identification of all things
through the Internet by using IPv6 and/or IPv4
providing
a
heterogeneous
communication
infrastructure, securing the network communication
line and data to allow the secure connection of
billions of things around the world. In our reference
model, we suggest three types of network zones:
internal, external, and demilitarized (DMZ) zones.
The internal zone, which includes application
servers, authentication server, storage devices,
database servers, mail server, backup devices and
monitor server, can be accessed only from the DMZ
zone and blocked for direct access from the external
zone. The external zone, which includes users,
services, network devices and communication lines
from outside the boundary of our network
(including third-party servers and services such as
third party mail systems, physical or virtual sensors,
social networks, Google App., etc.) or any other
ICT equipment, has the ability to access our DMZ
zone only. Figure 4 shows the Web Io-T Network
Zones. The DMZ zone consists of a two-sided and
an in-between server and services. The external side
of the DMZ zone includes a router, firewall, an
Intrusion Detection System (IDS), an Intrusion
Prevention System (IPS), a Gateway anti-phishing
server, mail anti-spam and gateway antivirus,
which provides the first level of defense, while the
internal side of the DMZ zone includes a second
firewall and load balancer, which provides a second
level of defense. Between these two sides, we place
a web proxy, a web server, a content filter and VPN
servers. The DMZ plays the role of interconnecting
both the internal and the external zones with
restricted roles to enhance our security policy.

Fig. 4. Web Io-T Network Zone
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D. Physical Layer
This layer is responsible for handling physical
objects, sensing devices, actuating resources and
any other things that can be part of the
communication line. This layer contracts with the
preparation of the service template construction and
provision standard definition in addition to defining
the physical object as XML, a web service or a
web-enabled device.
5

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

This chapter gives detailed information about the
system in the scope of: The Physical Environment
Lab components and communication links, the
design of the software, and finally the performance
results of the system.
A. Experiment Workbench
Our experimental setup includes three main parts:
the components and the back-end and front-end
implementations. The main goal of the tests is to
discuss the scalability, performance and security of
our referenced model. We reduced the number of
servers required to optimize available resources.
1) Lab Components: The references model has
many components, such as application servers, an
authentication server, storage devices, database
servers, a router, a firewall, an IDS, an IPS system,
etc. Moreover, we may need more than one
application server, database server, storage devices
and a firewall to achieve high availability and
security, in order to implement all these servers in a
real test environment. We need at least eight
physical servers or two high-level servers with
virtualization capability along with other ICT
resources. In our workbench, we emulated the
reference model to include the minimum required
recourse to build applications that are based on an
open source platform. The emulated test system
was built in a multi Linux environment system and
run on Oracle VM Virtual Box, Figure 5 shows the
test lab components. The test system included four
main virtual machines, which are, Universal Thread
Management (UTM), applications server, storage
device, and host machines (also acting as clients).

Fig. 5. Test Lab Components
2) Lab Environment: In our lab, we build an
optimal emulation system for our reference model
as described below:
Universal thread management is deployed on a
virtual machine instance running a 64-bit Red Hat
Linux-based system UTM Community Edition. The
system includes 2 GB of memory, a dual-core CPU
with a total of 4-Cores and 20 GB of disk capacity
with moderate I/O performance, while the
application server is deployed on a virtual machine
instance running 64-bit Linux Ubuntu 14.04 LTS,
Portal Server Community Edition, 4 GB of
memory, a dual-core CPU with a total of 4 Cores
and 20 GB of disk capacity with moderate I/O
performance. The storage devices were deployed on
a virtual machine instance running 64-bit Linux
Ubuntu 14.04 LTS, Cloud Storage Community
Edition, 2 GB of memory, a dual-core CPU with a
total of 4 Cores and 20 GB of disk capacity with
moderate I/O performance. The test database was
MySQL version 5.1.73. The sensor that was used
was from Ptolemy II simulation version 10.0.
3) Overall Workbench Structure: Figure 6 shows
the overall workbench structure to come up with
the substance of this workbench in all of the
components that are linked together.
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Fig. 6. Web Io-T Overall Workbench Structure

B. Web Io-T Features
Our Web Io-T model provides a scalable web
application to visualize data that have been
collected by Io-T devices in a closely real-time
manner. The mechanism of work is: Io-T devices,
or things, can be deployed anywhere. These devices
collect data such as sensing data (such as
movement, humidity, pressure, temperature, etc.) or
multimedia data such as video, audio, and images.
Our Web Io-T design provides end users with the
ability to manage and control data collected in a
visual manner from a single point. Moreover, it
provides corresponding dynamic data updates for
live notification. Additionally, our design can be
extended to integrate with third-party applications
such as Google App., social networks, etc. The
main features of our proposed design will be
demonstrated in the following sections.
1) Web Content Management: Our Web Io-T
includes a web Content Management System
(CMS) that allows end users to create rich web
content by using this facility. End users will be able
to create websites, and public and private web
pages. Furthermore, they will be able to use
predefined templates that are included in our
application. Additionally, they will be able to
control the time schedule for publishing, use Portlet
(Plug-In) inside a web page, and give permission to
specific users, groups or organizations.
Moreover, a new feature called an asset publisher
was added to our application. This feature allows
end-users to add any web content from other
resources and display it within the users web pages
in one place. Finally, it offers office integration,
activity tracking, and abuse reporting and dynamic
data listing.
2) Flexibility: Our Web Io-T provides powerful
collaboration tools in single package along with the
ability to manage and control roles, permissions,
and policy development in addition to the flexible
management of resources, flexible management of
users and groups and pages. Moreover, it supports
Social/Web 2.0 features, which include, but are not

limited to, Tagging, Comments, Ratings, Blogs,
Message Boards, Shared Calendars and Web-Mail.
Furthermore, our design is a risk-free, open source
license that can be operated in a flexible ICT
infrastructure to reduce the Total Cost of
Ownership (TOC) of customization and integration.
3) Scalability: Our Web Io-T has a scalable web
interface that allows developers, stakeholder and
authorized users to have control over their own
entire website, including the look and feel, styling
and layout. Additionally, they can use out-of-thebox tools and external plugins to take advantage of
more facilities such as layout template plugins, web
plugins, Portlet plugins and theme plugins.
Moreover, it supports web services by using builtin Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), which
includes HTTP, JSON and SOAP. It also can be
integrated with Java ME and Java SE. Additionally,
our application offers many drag-and-drop Portlets
and a scalable configuration wizard for live Page
Editing.
4) Reliability: High availability was considered in
our referenced model by using clustering data base
servers with the capability of handling failover,
load distribution, and load balancing. In addition,
we used two application servers, two portal servers
and backup storage with consideration given to a
backup communication line and multi security level
so as to increase reliability, achieve high rating
throughput traffic, and a reduction of the responses
latency under multiple operational conditions. High
availability will insure high performance of our
suggested model; however, it will affect also the
total cost of ownership.
5) Security and Privacy: To enhance the security
and privacy of our design, three different network
zones had been deployed to isolate our design
components, namely Internal, External and DMZ
zones. A comprehensive security model, a number
of techniques and mechanisms were deployed to
achieve the security objective of our design and in
order to secure the communications line. This
included, but was not limited to a Multi-layer
firewall, an Intrusion Detection and Prevention
system, Getaway Antivirus, Anti-spam, Gateway
Anti-phishing, Virtual Private Networking (to
encrypt communication lines), Content filters, a
web proxy and Secure SSO.
6) Documents and Media Repository: The proposed
Web Io-T includes a document repository that can
host a wide variety of videos, documents, images,
audio files in one place. Moreover, it can share
these resources with a specific user or group and it
can collaborate in open social networks.
7) Unified Access: Different web content and
applications can be put together in one place via
logging with a secure Single Sign on (SSO).
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This can be integrated with an LDAP server and
can
be
configured
with
customizable
authentications, i.e., each user can have his own
customizable web interface in accordance with his
own rights and permissions.

online project that used relatively the same test plan
but a different methodology [17]. The experimental
results revealed that our method outperformed in
average time response and better throughput.

C. Comparative Related Paradigms
In the previous chapters, we considered three
suggested architecture-related works, and we
classified them according to the established
paradigms, namely the Io-T, the Sensor Cloud (SC)
and the Wo-T. Table I shows the most important
comparison features with the related work
paradigms.
D. Performance Evaluation
In our lab, the test plan was performed to test our
Web Io-T performance. Web Io-T offers services to
huge numbers of end users. The dominant factors in
such scenarios are the number of data packets
exchanged per second, latency, and throughput per
server. For this purpose, we use open source
Apache JMeter to perform stress load testing on our
application. Our lab components specification
described in Section 3.4 and our test plan
parameters included tuning the JVM parameters,
tuning the server properties and tuning our
application (to achieve high performance). We built
our test plan with Apache JMeter as follows: Create
a Thread Group, Create an HTTP Request to test
(Login, logout, private load page, all web sites and
Portlet login), Add HTTP Cookie Manager under
Thread Group (control the cookie), Add Once Only
Controller (control login request), add HTTP Proxy
Server, Add Regular Expression Extractor, add
Logic Controller (Recording Controller), and
finally, adding a Listener, such as the Summary
Report, a response graph (to view the result). The
test was performed many times to test the stress
load on our application. The test included five
elements (login, logout, private load age, all web
site and Portlet logins). The test was carried out by
accessing multiple users that generate multiple
threads simultaneously. Each test was run with 100,
200 and 300 threads respectively and each thread
was run 100 times, Tables II, III, and IV show the
results that were collected respectively, while
Figures 7, 8 and 9 show the chart performance for
each test respectively.
E. Comparative System Performance
To achieve a fair comparison, we need to
consider the platform used in the system, lab test
hardware, and the test plan applied. Table V shows
some results obtained from a test carried out in an

Fig. 7. Results of running 100 threads 100 times
Table 1: Related Work Paradigms Comparison
Service and
Technology
Used
Portal

Wo-T
Paradigm

SC
Paradigm

Io-T
Paradigm

Web Io-T
Paradigm

Yes

No

Yes

Sharing
Flexibility
Reliability

No

No

Partially
Yes
No

No

No

Yes

Scalability

Partially

Partially

Actors (Things)
Actors (Sensors)
Content Sharing
Cloud Services

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Wifi,
WiMaxetc,
Zigbee,3G,
4G, EDGE
Yes
Yes
Partially
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Wifi,
WiMaxetc,
Zigbee,3G,
4G, EDGE
No
No
No
No
No

Highly
Scalable
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Wifi,
WiMaxetc,
RFID,Zigbee,
3G,4G,EDGE
Partially
No
Partially
Yes
Yes

High
Reliability
Highly
Scalable
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Wifi,
WiMaxetc,
RFID,Zigbee,
3G,4G,EDGE
Fully
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

High
No

High
No

Very High
No

Very High
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Low
Partially
No
Medium
High

No
Yes
Low
Yes
Partially
Medium
High

Yes
Yes
Good
Yes
Yes
High
Very High

Yes
No
Very Good
Yes
Yes
High
Low

Communication
Line Protocols
Customizable
Social Network
Calibrations
Web 2.0
Interoperability
Security
& Privacy
CMS
Real Time
manner
Unified
Accessing
Complexity
Look and Feel
Heterogeneity
Automation
Big Data
TCO

Yes

Table 2: Results Of Running 100 Threads 100 Times
Label
Login Portlet
Request
Login Req.
Logout Req.
Private Page
Request
HTTP Req.
TOTAL

Samp.

Av.
(ms)

Min

Max

Std.
Dev

Thr

KB/
sec

Avg.
Byte

100
100
100

1.671
1.034
0.728

6
35
130

5633
2590
2107

2062.02
793.77
624.13

14.8
13.4
11.3

337.1
331.57
12.54

23359
25424
1134

10000
10000
20300

1.562
0.168
0.884

47
5
5

4444
2466
5633

690.57
193.71
910.97

48.5
49.4
103.6

2312.9
2288.8
4647.1

48795.7
47489
45944.4
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In contrast to the Internet of Things and the
Sensor Cloud, we proposed a secure and scalable
Web-based Internet of Things architecture called
Web Io-T. This architecture can be considered a
system integrated model of interconnected sensors,
smart devices, social networks, objects, actuators or
things. Furthermore, it can provide support for
machine-to-machine collaboration from networkenabled devices to network-enabled lives.
Moreover, it can be used to serve the Internet of
Everything (Io-E) and the Social Web of Things in
the future. In the previous section, we considered
three suggested architecture-related works, and we
classified them per the established paradigms,
namely the Io-T, the Sensor Cloud (SC) and the
Wo-T. Table VI shows the comparison of the most
important features of our proposed method (Web
Io-T) with the related work paradigms.

heterogeneity. The results show high performance
and high throughput that were achieved under
applied stress load tests. The research results
proved that we can use the proposed model to
reduce the total cost of ownership and produce a
high scalable solution for the Io-T. Moreover, it can
involve people in its life cycles. Moreover, high
reliability, security and privacy were achieved in
our referenced architecture. A comparative study
was applied in this research to show the proposed
Web Io-T paradigm feature compared with
paradigms such as Wo-T, SC and Io-T. The
comparative results show many new features added
to our new paradigm. The big question of this
industry is the future of the Io-T in a world that
rapidly needs increasingly more connectivity.
Furthermore, there are numerous unconnected
devices requiring dealing in the context of Big
Data, security and privacy, posing open research
issues. Future work may include but not limited to
the followings:

Fig. 8. Results of running 200 threads 100 times

Table 3: Results Of Running 200 Threads 100 Times
Label
Login Portlet
Request
Login Req.
Logout Req.
Private Page
Request
HTTP Req.
TOTAL

Samp.

Av.
(ms)

Min

Max

Std.
Dev

Thr

KB/
sec

Avg.
Byte

200
200
200

3.965
1.246
1.044

6
192
15

8818
4214
6452

3133.59
671.35
946.65

19.6
14.4
10.8

447.59
358.58
11.99

23359
25424
1134

20000
20000
40600

3.158
0.274
1.742

96
6
6

11194
3131
11194

1504.55
222.63
1844.75

49.4
49.6
104

2354.2
2300.9
4666.6

48795.7
47489
45944.4

We have compared our proposed paradigm in
term of Functionality, Technology, Calibrations and
Data Sharing, available Services and Operating
Cost. The result show that our proposed paradigm
demonstrates a powerful solution which easily
outperforms the related paradigms.
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CONCLUSIONS

The Io-T in business and industry is facing many
problems with many recent studies that attempt to
overcome these problems. This research introduces
a secure paradigm for the Io-T, which provides
support for HTTP, JSON, CoAP and SOAP.
Furthermore, it can be integrated with Java ME and
Java SE. This research has addressed the objective
of this research to overcome the problems of

Fig. 9. Results of running 300 threads 100 times

Table 4: Results Of Running 300 Threads 100 Times
Label
Login Portlet
Request
Login Req.
Logout Req.
Private Page
Request
HTTP Req.
TOTAL

Samp.

Av.
(ms)

Min

Max

Std.
Dev

Thr

KB/
sec

Avg.
Byte

300
300
300

13.963
2.109
1.306

6
176
126

86344
7286
3504

28778
1014.96
619.38

19.6
11.4
12.1

77.05
81.82
3.6

23359
25424
1134

30000
30000
60900

3.489
0.394
2.21

48
6
6

23820
15374
86344

1817.21
471.66
5143.72

52.7
53.6
149.4

2514
2488
5018

48795.7
47489
45944.4

Produce new communication protocols or
develop existing ones to ensure the reliability of
communication lines in a real-time manner and to
use a high rate of data transfer taking into
consideration low power operation, heterogeneity
and the Interoperability of Things. Develop a robust
security mechanism to deal with things in a more
efficient and reliable way taking into consideration
the non-exhaustion of resources. Analyzing data
collected and reused in other forms to serve other
fields of science such as data mining and data
warehousing. Develop new methodologies and
embedded systems to connect unconnected things
in a standard form. The embedded system should
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consider self-operation, self-management and
efficient use of available resources. New business
models for both stakeholders and end users
Developing new applications giving people more
opportunities to contribute to Io-T life cycles and
more openness with social networks.

Table 5: Results Of The Methodology Presented In [17]
Label
Term
Private
Page Req.
Login
Logout
HTTP
Request
Login
Portlet Req.
Total

Online
Request

Project Test
Av(ms)
Thr.

Web
Request

Io-T
Av(ms)

Test
Thr.

30,000
30,000
30,000

4,524
5,100
22

30.6
30.6
31.5

30,000
300
300

3.489
2.109
1.306

52.7
11.4
12.1

N/A

N/A

N/A

30,000

0.394

53.6

N/A
90,000

N/A
3,215

N/A
91.7

300
60,900

13.963
2.21

19.6
149.4

Table 6: Results of the Comparison of the Proposed
Paradigm with the Paradigms Proposed In the
Literature
Wo-T

SC

Io-T

Web Io-T

No
No
Partially
Yes
Yes

No
No
Partially
No
No

No
Yes
High
Yes
Partially

Yes
High
High
Yes
Fully

Yes
Yes

No
No

Partially
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes
Partially
Yes
No
Medium

No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Medium

Yes
Yes
Yes
Partially
No
No
High

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
High

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Communication
Protocols

Wifi,
WiMax,
Zigbee,
4G,
3G,
EDGE

Wifi,
WiMax,
Zigbee,
4G,
3G,
EDGE

Wifi,
WiMax,
RFID,
3G,4G,
Zigbee,
EDGE

Wifi,
WiMax,
RFID,
3G, 4G,
Zigbee,
EDGE

Real Time manner
Security
Unified Accessing
Automation
Operating Cost
Complexity
Look and Feel
Heterogeneity
TCO

Yes
High
Yes
No

Yes
High
No
Partially

Yes
Very High
Yes
Yes

Yes
Very High
Yes
Yes

Yes
Low
Partially
High

Yes
Low
Yes
High

Yes
Good
Yes
Very Hugh

No
Very Good
Yes
Low

Functionality
Flexibility
Reliability
Scalability
Interoperability
Customizability
Technology
Portal
Web 2.0
Calibrations and
Data Sharing
Actors (Things)
Actors (Sensors)
Content Sharing
Calibrations
Social Network
CMS
Big Data
Services
Cloud Services
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